
Sunday Evening Discussion 

1 Timothy 3:14-16; 4:11-16 

1. Is vision important for an business?  What is vision? Who has the 

vision?   

2. Read Proverbs 29:18 – What does vision have to do with restraint? 

Taking a moment to briefly ponder that verse, expand upon/define 

the idea of vision. 

3. Titus 1:5 – Which is more important for the church, having a 

dedicated evangelist/preacher or having elder/shepherds? 

4. 1 Timothy 1:3 & Titus 1:5 – How do these verses relate to having a 

vision? Or do they? 

5. 1 Timothy 3:14-15 give an explicit purpose for this letter. In this 

original context, to whom was this purpose directed?   

6. 1 Timothy 4:6 & 11 – Is it a relevant or important point to notice that 

these are charges and commands given to a particular individual? 

Does verse 14 give us any insight about this individual? 

7. Does 1 Timothy 4:14 give you any help in answering question #3? 

8. 1 Timothy 4:12 – (Timothy was likely at least 30 and culturally would 

have been considered as youthful until 40) How should this form our 

thinking when looking toward a dedicated evangelist/preacher? 

9. Pray about this issue for the future and growth of our congregation? 
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